Length-Dependent Melting Kinetics of Short DNA Oligonucleotides Using Temperature-Jump IR Spectroscopy.
In this work, we utilize Fourier transform infrared and temperature-jump (T-jump) infrared (IR) spectroscopy to investigate the melting thermodynamics and kinetics of a series of five DNA sequences ranging from 6 to 14 base pairs long. IR spectroscopy is well suited for the study of DNA because of its ability to distinguish base-specific information, and the nanosecond time resolution of the T-jump apparatus can access the relevant range of kinetics. Eyring analysis of a two-state model examines both the activation enthalpy and entropy, providing new insights into the energetic driving forces and physical processes behind the association and dissociation while also helping to clarify the commonly observed negative activation energy. Global analysis of the thermodynamic and kinetic data applying a linear dependence of activation barriers on oligo length provides a holistic result by producing reasonable agreement between our data and existing nearest-neighbor (NN) thermodynamic parameters blending the experimental results with established predictive models. By studying the trends in the thermodynamics and kinetics as a function of length, this work demonstrates a direct correlation between the effects additional dinucleotides have on the kinetics and the NN parameters for those dinucleotides. This result further supports the development of a kinetic analogue to the thermodynamic NN parameters.